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est analogy is a virtual disk with an already installed system, for example, 

in Virtual Box. 

Immediately after registering for the service, you are taken to the 

AWS EC2 console. There you can select EC2 and the type of car on which 

everything will be deployed. 

The application will be deployed in two stages. To deploy, go to the 

created machine, make an update, install Node.js, clone the code from the 

repository using the git clone command, install npm modules. 

The next step is to create your own AMI image. Based on this AMI 

image, you can make a copy of the backend and deploy it in two clicks. To 

create, go to "Image" – "Create Image". Next, you should specify the min-

imum size of the hard disk. We are talking about the size of the snapshot, 

that is, in fact, a snapshot will be taken from the hard disk on which every-

thing is installed. We can say that AMI is a virtual entity consisting of im-

age settings and a snapshot with an installed OS (in our case, an OS with 

Node.js installed and our application). 

It will take about five minutes to create a snapshot, during which the car 

will be in the hold status (the "fatter" your image, the longer the hold will take). 

After creating the image, you can replicate it and get the same copy of 

the machine in just a few clicks. And connect to the machines not individual-

ly, but through load balancers. There are several balancers to choose from, 

which differ in balancing algorithms. Setting up the selected balancer will not 

cause difficulties, although there are nuances that are important to remember. 
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(F. Skaryna GSU, Gomel) 
 

AUTOMATION OF MONITORING  

OF ENTERPRISE LAN WORKSTATIONS 
 

Рассмотрены вопросы автоматизации мониторинга ЛВС предприятий.  
 

The information infrastructure of a modern enterprise is a complex 

combination of multi-scale and heterogeneous networks and systems. To 

ensure their smooth and efficient operation, a corporate-scale monitoring 

system with integrated tools is needed. The network administrator, who is 

most often responsible for monitoring the state of workstations or servers, 

should be able to monitor the load on them in order to respond to emergen-

cy situations in a timely manner. 
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Services such as autoscaling use load monitoring systems to deter-

mine whether resources or applications need to be scaled. 

Investments aimed at modernizing modern industrial equipment are in-

evitably accompanied by concerns about the efficiency of their practical use. 

In this regard, the interest of the management of enterprises in the monitoring 

systems of industrial equipment available on the market is increasing.  

The recent demand for monitoring systems stimulates the active de-

velopment of their competing varieties, which leads to additional problems 

of finding optimal solutions for the management of consumer enterprises. 

The problems of the systems presented on the market, their features and 

development prospects, the issues of their integration into production pro-

cesses and adaptation to the existing personnel and the specifics of the or-

ganization of production determine the need for the development of vari-

ous monitoring systems. 

However, until recently, the very structure of the network manage-

ment industry prevented the creation of such systems – companies in this 

market, with their developed monitoring systems, sought to lead by releas-

ing products with a limited scope that use tools and technologies that are 

not compatible with the systems of other suppliers. Today, the situation is 

changing for the better – there are products that claim to be universal man-

agement of the entire variety of corporate information resources, from 

desktop systems to mainframes. At the same time, it becomes clear that 

management applications should be open to solutions from all vendors. 

Recently, it is becoming more and more obvious that without the 

widest distribution of monitoring and dispatching systems, a modern effec-

tive innovative economy at the enterprise is impossible. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM  

FOR INTERNET SALES 
 

В предлагаемой статье излагаются основные аспекты разработки веб-ресурса. 

который анализирует информацию о магазинах, потребителях и товарах крупных он-

лайн-торговых платформ. Ресурс состоит из трех частей: веб-сайта клиента, системы 

управления и сервера. Веб-ресурс реализован с использованием: Node.js, IntelliJ IDEA и 

SQL Server в качестве инструментов разработки; Angular CLI, Spring boot и Mybatis как 

основная среда разработки; Java, HTML, SCSS и Typescript в качестве основных языков 

программирования. 
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